The House of Representatives convened at 12:15 p.m. and was called to order by Kurt Daudt, Speaker of the House.

Prayer was offered by Deacon Nathan E. Allen, Archdiocese of Saint Paul and Minneapolis, St. Paul, Minnesota.

The members of the House gave the pledge of allegiance to the flag of the United States of America.

The roll was called and the following members were present:

Albright          Davnie          Hansen          Liebling       Newberger       Schomacker
Anderson, P.      Dean, M.       Hausman         Lien           Nornes          Schultz
Anderson, S.      Dehn, R.       Heintzman       Lillie          O'Driscoll      Scott
Anselmo           Dettmer         Hertaus         Loeffler       Olson           Slocum
Applebaum         Drazkowski     Hilstrom         Lohmer         Omar            Smith
Backer            Ecklund         Hoppe           Loon           O'Neill         Sundin
Bahr, C.          Erickson        Hornstein       Loonan          Pelowski       Swedzinski
Baker             Fabian          Hortman         Lucero         Peppin          Theis
Barr, R.          Fenton          Howe            Lueck          Petersburg      Thissen
Becker-Finn       Fischer         Jessup          Mahoney       Peterson       Torkelson
Bennett           Flanagan        Johnson, B.    Mariani        Pierson         Uglem
Bernardy          Franke          Johnson, C.    Marquant       Pinto           Vogel
Bliss             Franson         Johnson, S.    Masin          Poppe           Wagenius
Bly               Freiberg        Jurgens         Maye Quade    Poston          West
Carlson, A.       Garofalo        Kiel            McDonald       Pryor           Whelan
Carlson, L.       Green           Knoblach        Metsa          Pugh            Youakim
Christensen       Grossell        Koegel          Miller         Quam            Zerwas
Clark             Gruenhagen     Koznick         Moran          Rarick          Spk. Daudt
Considine         Günther         Kresha          Murphy, E.    Rosenthal
Cornish           Haley           Kunesh-Podein   Murphy, M.    Runbeck
Daniels           Halverson       Layman          Nash           Sandstede
Davids            Hamilton        Lee             Nelson         Sauke

A quorum was present.

Allen, Lesch, Urdahl, Ward and Wills were excused.

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding day. There being no objection, further reading of the Journal was dispensed with and the Journal was approved as corrected by the Chief Clerk.
REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES AND DIVISIONS

Knoblach from the Committee on Ways and Means to which was referred:

H. F. No. 14, A bill for an act relating to capital investment; appropriating money for the Rural Finance Authority; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill be placed on the General Register.

The report was adopted.

Schomacker from the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform to which was referred:

H. F. No. 237, A bill for an act relating to human services; directing the commissioner of human services to establish a health care delivery pilot program created by or including North Memorial Health Care; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 256B.0758.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert:

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 256B.0758, is amended to read:

256B.0758 HEALTH CARE DELIVERY PILOT PROGRAM.

Subdivision 1. Pilot projects. (a) The commissioner may shall establish a health care delivery pilot program to test alternative and innovative integrated health care delivery networks, including accountable care organizations or a.

Pilot projects may be established by community-based collaborative care networks including but not limited to care networks created by or including North Memorial Health Care. If required, the commissioner shall seek federal approval of a new waiver request or amend an existing demonstration pilot project waiver. The pilot program shall target groups with a higher incidence of poor overall health relative to the general population due to a combination of medical, economic, behavioral health, cultural, and geographic risk factors.

(b) Individuals eligible for. The pilot program shall serve individuals who:

(1) are eligible for medical assistance under section 256B.055 or MinnesotaCare under chapter 256L; 

(2) reside in the service area of the care network; 

(3) have a combination of multiple risk factors identified by the care network and approved by the commissioner; and

(4) have agreed to participate in the pilot project.

The commissioner may identify individuals who are potentially eligible to be enrolled in the pilot program based on zip code or other geographic designation, diagnosis, utilization history, or other factors indicating whether the individuals would benefit from an integrated health care delivery network.
(c) In developing a payment system for the pilot programs, the commissioner shall establish a total cost of care for the individuals enrolled in the pilot program that equals the cost of care that would otherwise be spent for these enrollees in the prepaid medical assistance program.

(d) Participation in the pilot program is limited to no more than six pilot projects, including North Memorial Health Care’s care network and up to five additional community-based care network pilot projects meeting criteria established by the commissioner. The commissioner shall consider the following criteria when selecting the additional pilot projects:

1. the care network serves a high percentage of patients who are enrolled in Minnesota health care programs or are uninsured, compared to the overall Minnesota population;

2. the population in the care network’s geographic service area experiences substantially poorer overall health compared to the overall Minnesota population;

3. health care providers in the care network have lower quality-of-care scores under some traditional quality measures due to economic, behavioral health, cultural, and geographic factors of the patients served rather than the clinical expertise of the providers in the care network; and

4. the health care utilization history of the population in the care network’s service area provides an opportunity to improve health outcomes and reduce total cost of care through better patient engagement, coordination of care, and the provision of specialized services to address nonclinical risk factors and barriers to access.

(e) The commissioner shall seek to authorize at least one rural pilot project, at least one community-based primary care safety net project, and at least one behavioral health-focused pilot project.

Subd. 2. **Requirements related to integrated health partnerships.** (a) The commissioner may require pilot project care networks to meet the conditions and requirements for integrated health networks under section 256B.0755, except as follows:

1. standardized quality of care and patient satisfaction standards for integrated health partnerships must be waived, changed, or risk-adjusted based on the economic, behavioral health, cultural, and geographic risk factors of the patients served;

2. participating care networks must be paid a monthly care coordination fee of at least $12 per enrolled person per month, in addition to any other payments, gain sharing, or health care home payments that would otherwise be received;

3. patient attribution to the care network shall be based on the patients who meet the criteria in this section and have agreed to participate in the pilot project;

4. requirements establishing a minimum number of persons in order to be eligible to participate in the integrated health partnership do not apply; and

5. the commissioner shall waive or modify integrated health partnership requirements that may discourage participation by rural, independent, community-based, and safety net providers.

(b) An existing integrated health partnership that meets the criteria in this section is eligible to participate in the pilot project while continuing as an integrated health partnership and qualifies for the integrated health partnership exceptions in paragraph (a).
(c) All pilot projects authorized under this section are eligible to receive the information and data provided by the commissioner to integrated health partnerships.

Subd. 3. Payment and quality measurement reforms. The commissioner, in consultation with the commissioner of health, pilot project care networks, and organizations with expertise in serving the patients and communities identified in this section, shall design and administer the pilot project in a manner that allows the testing and evaluation of new care models, payment methods, and quality-of-care measures to determine the extent to which these initiatives:

(1) improve outcomes and reduce the total cost of care for specific high-risk groups of patients enrolled in Minnesota health care programs; and

(2) reduce administrative burdens and costs for health care providers and state agencies."

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill be re-referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services Finance.

The report was adopted.

Erickson from the Committee on Education Innovation Policy to which was referred:

H. F. No. 255, A bill for an act relating to taxation; individual income; modifying the K-12 education expense credit; increasing the credit amount and increasing the income phaseout for the credit; adjusting the credit phaseout threshold for inflation; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 290.0674, subdivision 2, by adding a subdivision.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill be re-referred to the Committee on Education Finance.

The report was adopted.

Dettmer from the Veterans Affairs Division to which was referred:

H. F. No. 270, A bill for an act relating to military veterans; providing a military veterans jobs tax credit; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 290.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:

Page 2, line 5, delete the comma and insert "or"

Page 2, line 6, delete ", or a 9/11 veteran as a qualified employee"

Page 2, delete lines 14 to 16

Page 2, delete lines 29 to 31

Page 3, delete lines 2 and 3 and insert "subdivision upon hiring a disabled veteran or an unemployed veteran."
Page 3, line 5, delete the first comma and insert "or" and delete ", or a 9/11 veteran"

Page 3, line 6, delete the comma and insert "or"

Page 3, line 7, delete ", or 9/11 veteran"

Reletter the paragraphs in sequence

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill be re-referred to the Committee on Taxes.

The report was adopted.

O'Driscoll from the Committee on Government Operations and Elections Policy to which was referred:

H. F. No. 330, A bill for an act relating to local government; requiring a two-thirds vote to impose an interim ordinance; requiring a public hearing after ten-day notice before imposing an interim ordinance relating to housing; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 462.355, subdivision 4.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:

Page 1, lines 13 to 14, delete the new language

Page 1, line 22, delete the new language and insert "A statutory or home rule charter city may adopt an interim ordinance that regulates, restricts, or prohibits activities relating to housing only if the ordinance is approved by at least two-thirds of all members of the governing body. Before adopting the interim ordinance the city must hold a public hearing following a ten-day notice given by publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the city."

Page 1, delete line 23

Page 2, delete lines 1 and 2

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill be placed on the General Register.

The report was adopted.

Dettmer from the Veterans Affairs Division to which was referred:

H. F. No. 368, A bill for an act relating to consumer protection; prohibiting the assignment of military pay or benefits; providing penalties and remedies; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 325F.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill be re-referred to the Committee on Commerce and Regulatory Reform.

The report was adopted.
Dettmer from the Veterans Affairs Division to which was referred:

H. F. No. 375, A bill for an act relating to local government; allowing a county board to appropriate money for a veterans memorial anywhere in the county; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 375.18, subdivision 10.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill be placed on the General Register.

The report was adopted.

Erickson from the Committee on Education Innovation Policy to which was referred:

H. F. No. 387, A bill for an act relating to taxation; individual income; modifying the K-12 education expense subtraction and credit; extending the credit to tuition; increasing the subtraction and credit amounts; increasing the income phaseout for the credit; adjusting the credit and subtraction amount and credit phaseout threshold for inflation; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 290.0132, subdivision 4; 290.0674, subdivisions 1, 2, by adding a subdivision.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill be re-referred to the Committee on Education Finance.

The report was adopted.

Schomacker from the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform to which was referred:

H. F. No. 474, A bill for an act relating to health occupations; authorizing criminal background checks by the Board of Medical Practice; exempting certain physicians from criminal background checks under the Interstate Medical Licensure Compact; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 147.381.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:

Page 2, after line 6, insert:

"EFFECTIVE DATE. This section is effective the day following final enactment."

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill be re-referred to the Committee on Civil Law and Data Practices Policy.

The report was adopted.

Schomacker from the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform to which was referred:

H. F. No. 501, A bill for an act relating to human services; appropriating money to voice response suicide prevention and mental health crisis response program and to expand statewide text message suicide prevention and mental health crisis response program.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill be re-referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services Finance.

The report was adopted.
Dettmer from the Veterans Affairs Division to which was referred:

H. F. No. 555, A bill for an act relating to taxation; property; providing a reduced class rate for congressionally chartered veterans organizations; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 273.13, subdivision 25.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill be re-referred to the Committee on Taxes.

The report was adopted.

SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS

H. F. Nos. 14, 330 and 375 were read for the second time.

INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS

The following House Files were introduced:

Anderson, P.; Poppe and Kiel introduced:

H. F. No. 673, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; eliminating the expiration date for the Minnesota Agriculture Education Leadership Council; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 41D.01, subdivision 4.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Agriculture Policy.

Quam and Pierson introduced:

H. F. No. 674, A bill for an act relating to public safety; appropriating money for lifesaver grants.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Security Policy and Finance.

Quam, Pierson, Franson, Hamilton and Dean, M., introduced:

H. F. No. 675, A bill for an act relating to education; allowing schools to maintain a supply of asthma inhalers; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 121A.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Education Innovation Policy.

Davids introduced:

H. F. No. 676, A bill for an act relating to commerce; regulating landscape application contracts; providing an exclusion; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 325F.245, subdivision 6.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Regulatory Reform.
Petersburg; Johnson, C.; Howe; Sauke; Daniels and Lucero introduced:

H. F. No. 677, A bill for an act relating to transportation; financing the trunk highway system; allocating certain general funds for the corridors of commerce program; appropriating money; authorizing sale and issuance of state bonds; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 16A.152, subdivisions 1b, 2; 161.088, subdivision 2, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Transportation Finance.

Quam and Cornish introduced:

H. F. No. 678, A bill for an act relating to motor vehicles; establishing law enforcement memorial special license plates; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 168.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Transportation and Regional Governance Policy.

Pierson and Quam introduced:

H. F. No. 679, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; prohibiting use of money from parks and trails fund to acquire property by eminent domain; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 85.53, subdivision 2.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Legacy Funding Finance.

Quam introduced:

H. F. No. 680, A bill for an act relating to capital investment; appropriating money for wastewater collection and treatment facilities in Oronoco; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Job Growth and Energy Affordability Policy and Finance.

Quam introduced:

H. F. No. 681, A bill for an act relating to labor and industry; prohibiting mandatory fire sprinkler installation; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 299F.01, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Regulatory Reform.

Quam and Drazkowski introduced:

H. F. No. 682, A bill for an act relating to court surcharges; removing surcharge on vehicle parking violations; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 357.021, subdivisions 6, 7.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Security Policy and Finance.
Backer; Miller; Anderson, P.; Swedzinski; Heintzeman; Schomacker and Lueck introduced:

H. F. No. 683, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; extending the deadline for buffer requirements on public waters and public drainage systems; requiring federal or state assistance to enforce buffer requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 103F.48, subdivisions 3, 7.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources Policy and Finance.

Backer; Miller; Anderson, P.; Swedzinski; Heintzeman; Schomacker and Dean, M., introduced:

H. F. No. 684, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; requiring soil and water conservation district approval of buffer protection maps; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 103F.48, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources Policy and Finance.

Uglem, Dettmer, Backer, Lueck, Heintzeman, Grossell and Jurgens introduced:

H. F. No. 685, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; modifying conditions for state park passes issued without a fee to military members and disabled veterans; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 85.053, subdivisions 8, 10.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Veterans Affairs Division.

Anderson, P., and Urdahl introduced:

H. F. No. 686, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; modifying and extending the dairy research, teaching, and consumer education authority; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 32C.02, subdivision 2; 32C.06.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Agriculture Policy.

Haley introduced:

H. F. No. 687, A bill for an act relating to capital investment; appropriating money for the River Town Renaissance project in Red Wing; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Job Growth and Energy Affordability Policy and Finance.

Quam and Franson introduced:

H. F. No. 688, A bill for an act relating to state government; prohibiting an agency from vetoing election or appointment of a potential board member of a nonprofit organization; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 15.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Government Operations and Elections Policy.
Erickson introduced:

H. F. No. 689, A bill for an act relating to education; appropriating money for school districts to develop science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) based courses.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Education Finance.

Ecklund, Metsa, Fabian, Heintzeman and Lueck introduced:

H. F. No. 690, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; appropriating money for the Voyageur all-terrain vehicle trail system.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources Policy and Finance.

Anderson, S., introduced:

H. F. No. 691, A bill for an act relating to state government; requiring monthly reports related to the employee gainsharing system; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 16A.90.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on State Government Finance.

Gruenhagen introduced:

H. F. No. 692, A bill for an act relating to capital investment; appropriating money for accessibility improvements to the city of Plato's community center; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Job Growth and Energy Affordability Policy and Finance.

Koegel introduced:

H. F. No. 693, A bill for an act relating to capital investment; appropriating money for an underpass on marked Trunk Highway 65; authorizing the sale and issuance of trunk highway bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Transportation Finance.

Layman introduced:

H. F. No. 694, A bill for an act relating to arts and cultural heritage; appropriating money for the Children's Discovery Museum in Grand Rapids.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Legacy Funding Finance.
Koegel introduced:

H. F. No. 695, A bill for an act relating to capital investment; appropriating money for reconstruction of a street in the city of Blaine; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Job Growth and Energy Affordability Policy and Finance.

Baker, Albright, Zerwas, Halverson and Considine introduced:

H. F. No. 696, A bill for an act relating to human services; adding individualized home supports to home and community-based services; modifying home and community-based services setting requirements and licensing requirements; modifying planning and case management requirements under certain home and community-based services waivers; modifying child foster care background studies; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 245C.03, subdivision 1; 245C.04, subdivision 1; 245C.05, subdivision 2a; 245C.10, subdivision 9; 245C.17, subdivisions 5, 6; 245C.21, subdivision 1a; 245C.23, subdivision 2; 245D.02, subdivision 36, by adding a subdivision; 245D.03, subdivision 1; 245D.04, subdivision 3; 245D.071, subdivision 3; 245D.09, subdivisions 4, 5a; 245D.11, subdivision 4; 245D.24, subdivision 3; 256B.0911, subdivision 3a; 256B.092, subdivision 1a; 256B.49, subdivision 13; 256B.4913, by adding a subdivision; 256B.4914, subdivisions 3, 5, 8, 16.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform.

Sundin, Swedzinski, O'Driscoll and West introduced:

H. F. No. 697, A bill for an act relating to state and local government; allowing Indian tribal officials to take a leave of absence when elected to public office; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 3.088, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Government Operations and Elections Policy.

Green introduced:

H. F. No. 698, A bill for an act proposing amendments to the Minnesota Constitution, article XI; replacing legacy amendment with funding for deficient roads and bridges and for clean water; making conforming changes; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 10A.01, subdivision 35; 16A.0561; 84.69, subdivision 1; 84.992, subdivision 4; 114D.20, subdivision 6; 114D.30, subdivisions 5, 7; 160.266, subdivision 5; 290C.02, subdivision 6; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 3.303, subdivision 10; 3.9741, subdivision 3; 13D.08, subdivision 8; 85.53; 85.535; 85.536; 97A.056; 114D.30, subdivision 6; 114D.50, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 3a, 4, 5, 6; 129D.17; 129D.18; 129D.19.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Legacy Funding Finance.

Flanagan, Freiberg and Carlson, L., introduced:

H. F. No. 699, A bill for an act relating to capital investment; appropriating money for street and highway intersection improvements in the city of Golden Valley; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Transportation Finance.
Howe introduced:

H. F. No. 700, A bill for an act relating to public safety; transferring responsibility of the fire code to the state fire marshal; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 326B.02, subdivision 6.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Security Policy and Finance.

Murphy, M., introduced:

H. F. No. 701, A bill for an act relating to employment; modifying time of day for work for high school students; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 181A.04, subdivision 6.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Regulatory Reform.

O'Driscoll, Urdahl, Pelowski, Poston, Marquart, Gruenhagen, Swedzinski, Fabian, Heintzeman, Nash, Lueck, Metsa, Kiel, Backer, Schomacker, Newberger, Uglem and Gunther introduced:

H. F. No. 702, A bill for an act relating to environment; providing for review of agency actions; prohibiting use of unadopted rules; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 115.05; 116.07, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources Policy and Finance.

Nelson introduced:

H. F. No. 703, A bill for an act relating to elections; providing for automatic voter registration of applicants for a driver's license, instruction permit, or identification card; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 13.607, by adding a subdivision; 201.161.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Transportation and Regional Governance Policy.

Garofalo introduced:

H. F. No. 704, A bill for an act relating to elections; requiring presidential candidates to disclose five years of tax returns prior to being placed on the ballot; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 204B.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Government Operations and Elections Policy.

Garofalo introduced:

H. F. No. 705, A bill for an act relating to workforce development; providing funding for adult workforce development initiatives in greater Minnesota; appropriating money.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Job Growth and Energy Affordability Policy and Finance.
Gunther introduced:

H. F. No. 706, A bill for an act relating to legacy; providing for maximum appropriations from legacy funds; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 85.53, by adding a subdivision; 97A.056, by adding a subdivision; 114D.50, by adding a subdivision; 129D.17, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Legacy Funding Finance.

Gunther introduced:

H. F. No. 707, A bill for an act relating to legacy; appropriating money to maintain dedicated funding website.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Legacy Funding Finance.

Cornish introduced:

H. F. No. 708, A bill for an act relating to capital investment; appropriating money for public infrastructure in St. James; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Job Growth and Energy Affordability Policy and Finance.

Slocum introduced:

H. F. No. 709, A bill for an act relating to taxation; tax increment financing; extending a tax increment financing district in the city of Richfield.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.

Uglem, Fabian, Heintzman, Hansen, Lillie and Gunther introduced:

H. F. No. 710, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; appropriating money from outdoor heritage fund; modifying recipient requirements; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 97A.056, by adding a subdivision; Laws 2015, First Special Session chapter 2, article 1, section 2, subdivision 2, as amended; Laws 2016, chapter 172, article 1, section 2, subdivisions 2, 4; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 97A.056, subdivision 8.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources Policy and Finance.

McDonald, Albright, Loeffler, Moran and Zerwas introduced:

H. F. No. 711, A bill for an act relating to human services; providing a reimbursement option for federally qualified health centers and rural health clinics for dual eligibles; appropriating money for subsidies to federally qualified health centers; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 256B.0625, subdivision 57.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform.
Albright; Murphy, E.; Liebling and Schomacker introduced:

H. F. No. 712, A bill for an act relating to health; modifying and adding definitions; establishing standards for the substitution of biological products; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 151.01, subdivision 5, by adding subdivisions; 151.21.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform.

Miller; Dean, M.; Schomacker; Franson; Whelan; Pinto; Backer; Albright; Moran; Omar; Murphy, E.; Olson and Clark introduced:

H. F. No. 713, A bill for an act relating to health; requiring a statewide sex trafficking victims strategic plan and report; appropriating money.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform.

Miller; Dean, M.; Schomacker; Franson; Allen; Pinto; Whelan; Backer; Albright; Moran; Omar; Murphy, E.; Olson and Clark introduced:

H. F. No. 714, A bill for an act relating to health; modifying duties of the director of child sex trafficking prevention; transferring certain forfeited money from the commissioner of public safety to the commissioner of health; appropriating money for shelter, services, and other activities for sexually exploited youth and youth at risk of sexual exploitation; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 145.4716, subdivision 2; 609.5315, subdivision 5c.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform.

Lesch; Gunther; Hausman; Johnson, S.; Mahoney; Mariani; Murphy, E.; Pinto; Moran and Lillie introduced:

H. F. No. 715, A bill for an act relating to arts and cultural heritage; appropriating money for Como Park Zoo and Conservatory.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Legacy Funding Finance.

Lesch; Uglem; Hausman; Johnson, S.; Mahoney; Mariani; Moran; Pinto; Lillie and Dean, M., introduced:

H. F. No. 716, A bill for an act relating to capital investment; appropriating money for the Como Zoo; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources Policy and Finance.

Green, Hamilton, Fabian, Ecklund and Sundin introduced:

H. F. No. 717, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; appropriating money for culvert replacement grants.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Legacy Funding Finance.
Fabian, Kiel and Davids introduced:

H. F. No. 718, A bill for an act relating to local government aid; city of Oslo; penalty forgiveness; appropriating money.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.

Peterson, Theis, Ward, Marquart, Christensen, Bennett, Davnie, Jessup, Jurgens and Daniels introduced:

H. F. No. 719, A bill for an act relating to education; appropriating money for the Minnesota math corps program.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Education Finance.

Franson, Fenton and Slocum introduced:

H. F. No. 720, A bill for an act relating to liquor; authorizing certain holders of an on-sale license to provide catering service; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 340A.404, subdivision 12.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Regulatory Reform.

Murphy, M., introduced:

H. F. No. 721, A bill for an act relating to retirement; Teachers Retirement Association; administrative provisions; revising the definition of teacher; extending the retirement application deadline; creating a procedure for payment upon the death of member's former spouse; revising reporting requirements; modifying augmentation provisions for periods of uninterrupted service; clarifying part-time teacher provisions; making other changes of an administrative nature; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 354.05, subdivision 2; 354.44, subdivision 3; 354.45, by adding a subdivision; 354.512; 354.52, subdivision 4d; 354.55, subdivision 11; 354.66, subdivision 2; 354.72, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Government Operations and Elections Policy.

Murphy, M., introduced:

H. F. No. 722, A bill for an act relating to retirement; Teachers Retirement Association financial solvency measures; increasing employer contribution rates; modifying the investment return actuarial assumption; reducing deferral amount and implementing forfeiture procedure for reemployed annuitants; extending the amortization target date; reducing postretirement adjustment increase rates; eliminating postretirement adjustment trigger procedures; authorizing additional funding for school districts to pay for higher teacher retirement employer contribution costs; modifying interest rates charged on certain payments; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 126C.10, subdivision 37; 354.42, subdivision 3; 354.44, subdivision 5; 354.50, subdivision 2; 354.51, subdivision 5; 354.52, subdivision 4; 354.53, subdivision 5; 354.215, subdivisions 8, 11; 356.415, subdivision 1d; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 356; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 356.415, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Government Operations and Elections Policy.
Peterson, Flanagan, Backer, Hamilton, Albright, Pinto and Koegel introduced:

H. F. No. 723, A bill for an act relating to human services; modifying child care assistance program maximum reimbursement rates; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 119B.13, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform.

Moran, Flanagan and Pinto introduced:

H. F. No. 724, A bill for an act relating to human services; forecasting the basic sliding fee child care assistance program; modifying child care assistance provider reimbursement rates; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 119B.011, subdivision 19b; 119B.02, subdivisions 1, 2; 119B.03, subdivision 9; 119B.05, subdivisions 1, 5; 119B.08, subdivision 3; 119B.09, subdivision 4a; 119B.13, subdivision 1; 256.017, subdivision 9; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 119B.011, subdivision 20a; 119B.03, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 6a, 6b, 8; 119B.09, subdivision 3; Minnesota Rules, parts 3400.0020, subpart 8; 3400.0030; 3400.0060, subparts 2, 4, 6, 6a, 7; 3400.0140, subpart 10; 3400.0183, subpart 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform.

Murphy, M., introduced:

H. F. No. 725, A bill for an act relating to local government; providing base year formula aid to a newly incorporated city.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.

Drazkowski introduced:

H. F. No. 726, A bill for an act relating to property taxation; phasing out the state general levy over six years; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 275.025, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.

Hilstrom; Hornstein; Ward; Omar; Dehn, R.; Halverson; Pinto; Flanagan and Applebaum introduced:


The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources Policy and Finance.
Hilstrom, Ward, Halverson, Lien, Nelson and Flanagan introduced:

H. F. No. 728, A bill for an act relating to veterans affairs; appropriating money for veterans support including support for domestic abuse prevention, mental health services, chemical abuse treatment, veterans homelessness prevention, compensation to honor guards, and veterans courts; providing a veterans nursing home tax credit; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 197.05; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 290.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on State Government Finance.

O'Driscoll and Nelson introduced:

H. F. No. 729, A bill for an act relating to elections; making changes to provisions related to the administration of elections; making technical changes; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 123B.09, subdivision 5b; 204B.09, subdivision 3; 204B.13, subdivision 1; 204B.16, subdivision 1a; 204C.32, subdivision 2; 204C.33, subdivision 3; 205.07, subdivision 1; 205A.05, subdivision 2; 208.04, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Government Operations and Elections Policy.

Murphy, M., and Loeffler introduced:

H. F. No. 730, A bill for an act relating to arts and cultural heritage; appropriating money for Minnesota State Band.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Legacy Funding Finance.

Erickson introduced:

H. F. No. 731, A bill for an act relating to education; adding civics testing to required curriculum; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 120A.22, subdivision 9.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Education Innovation Policy.

Smith introduced:

H. F. No. 732, A bill for an act relating to taxation; tax increment financing; modifying special rules for the Maple Grove tax increment financing district; amending Laws 2014, chapter 308, article 6, section 9.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.

Haley; Albright; Schomacker; Murphy, E., and Zerwas introduced:

H. F. No. 733, A bill for an act relating to health occupations; modifying the nurse practices act; clarifying licensure requirements for advanced practice registered nurses; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 148.171, subdivision 7b, by adding a subdivision; 148.211, subdivisions 1a, 1c, 2; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 148.211, subdivision 1b; 148.243, subdivision 15.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform.
Haley, Thissen, Kresha, Knoblach, Loon, Omar, Mariani, Lillie, Hornstein, Moran, Maye Quade, Lee, Ward and Bly introduced:

H. F. No. 734, A bill for an act relating to education; enhancing education partnerships; promoting youth development; establishing an education partnerships coalition fund; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 124D.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Education Innovation Policy.

Peterson and Peppin introduced:

H. F. No. 735, A bill for an act relating to taxation; individual income; clarifying the definition of an individual eligible to receive the credit for parents of stillborn children; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 290.0685, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.

Peterson; Anderson, S.; Loon; Theis; Fenton; Koznick; Baker and Bennett introduced:

H. F. No. 736, A bill for an act relating to employment; authorizing family and medical leave savings accounts; providing tax deductions for amounts deposited in family and medical leave savings accounts; exempting amounts deposited from state withholding taxes; providing a family and medical leave savings account tax credit; authorizing grants to small business development centers; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, sections 290.0132, by adding a subdivision; 290.06, subdivision 2c; 290.091, subdivision 2; 290.92, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 181; 290.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Job Growth and Energy Affordability Policy and Finance.

Peterson; Schomacker; Dean, M.; Johnson, C., and Liebling introduced:

H. F. No. 737, A bill for an act relating to human services; establishing a grant program for mental health innovation; establishing the mental health innovation account in the special revenue fund; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2016, section 246.18, subdivision 4, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 245.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services Reform.

Gunther introduced:

H. F. No. 738, A bill for an act relating to taxation; authorizing the city of Fairmont to impose a local sales and use tax and issue bonds for specified projects.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.
REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE ON RULES  
AND LEGISLATIVE ADMINISTRATION

Peppin from the Committee on Rules and Legislative Administration, pursuant to rules 1.21 and 3.33, designated the following bills to be placed on the Calendar for the Day for Thursday, February 2, 2017 and established a prefiling requirement for amendments offered to the following bills:

H. F. Nos. 13 and 46.

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS

Miller moved that the name of Jurgens be added as an author on H. F. No. 14. The motion prevailed.

Nash moved that the name of Sandstede be added as an author on H. F. No. 32. The motion prevailed.

Anderson, S., moved that the name of Dettmer be added as an author on H. F. No. 90. The motion prevailed.

Dettmer moved that the name of Runbeck be added as an author on H. F. No. 117. The motion prevailed.

Nash moved that the name of Franson be added as an author on H. F. No. 122. The motion prevailed.

Thissen moved that the name of Johnson, S., be added as an author on H. F. No. 142. The motion prevailed.

Davids moved that the name of Haley be added as an author on H. F. No. 183. The motion prevailed.

Zerwas moved that the names of Youakim, Dettmer and Dehn, R., be added as authors on H. F. No. 225. The motion prevailed.

Dettmer moved that the names of Kresha, Howe, Daniels, Swedzinski and Lueck be added as authors on H. F. No. 226. The motion prevailed.

Baker moved that the name of Grossell be added as an author on H. F. No. 234. The motion prevailed.

Anderson, S., moved that the name of Dettmer be added as an author on H. F. No. 253. The motion prevailed.

Petersburg moved that the name of Johnson, C., be added as an author on H. F. No. 265. The motion prevailed.

Swedzinski moved that the names of Franson and Metsa be added as authors on H. F. No. 299. The motion prevailed.

Bahr, C., moved that the names of Gruenhagen and Garofalo be added as authors on H. F. No. 309. The motion prevailed.

Olson moved that the name of Metsa be added as an author on H. F. No. 310. The motion prevailed.

Nash moved that the name of Pugh be added as an author on H. F. No. 330. The motion prevailed.

Davnie moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 344. The motion prevailed.
Cornish moved that the names of Olson and Slocum be added as authors on H. F. No. 346. The motion prevailed.

Hornstein moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 348. The motion prevailed.

Murphy, M., moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 360. The motion prevailed.

Nelson moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 361. The motion prevailed.

Bliss moved that the name of Becker-Finn be added as an author on H. F. No. 368. The motion prevailed.

Swedzinski moved that the name of Dettmer be added as an author on H. F. No. 375. The motion prevailed.

Albright moved that the names of Peterson and Pugh be added as authors on H. F. No. 409. The motion prevailed.

Drazkowski moved that the name of Davids be added as an author on H. F. No. 465. The motion prevailed.

Quam moved that the name of Heintzeman be added as an author on H. F. No. 499. The motion prevailed.

Albright moved that the name of Youakim be added as an author on H. F. No. 517. The motion prevailed.

Omar moved that the name of West be added as an author on H. F. No. 522. The motion prevailed.

Dettmer moved that the names of Lueck and Davids be added as authors on H. F. No. 555. The motion prevailed.

Franson moved that the name of Nornes be added as an author on H. F. No. 559. The motion prevailed.

Johnson, C., moved that the name of Petersburg be added as an author on H. F. No. 588. The motion prevailed.

Vogel moved that the names of Rosenthal and Gruenhagen be added as authors on H. F. No. 599. The motion prevailed.

Rosenthal moved that his name be stricken as an author on H. F. No. 600. The motion prevailed.

Garofalo moved that the names of Runbeck and Uglem be added as authors on H. F. No. 600. The motion prevailed.

Peppin moved that her name be stricken as an author on H. F. No. 601. The motion prevailed.

Daudt moved that his name be stricken as an author on H. F. No. 601. The motion prevailed.

Lohmer moved that the name of Daniels be added as an author on H. F. No. 601. The motion prevailed.

McDonald moved that the names of Uglem and Daniels be added as authors on H. F. No. 606. The motion prevailed.

Schultz moved that the name of Thissen be added as an author on H. F. No. 607. The motion prevailed.

Hansen moved that the name of Thissen be added as an author on H. F. No. 618. The motion prevailed.
Rarick moved that the name of Vogel be added as an author on H. F. No. 629. The motion prevailed.

Howe moved that the name of Loonan be added as an author on H. F. No. 638. The motion prevailed.

Dean, M., moved that the name of Thissen be added as an author on H. F. No. 641. The motion prevailed.

Liebling moved that the name of Koegel be added as an author on H. F. No. 644. The motion prevailed.

Dettmer moved that the name of Howe be added as an author on H. F. No. 647. The motion prevailed.

Kresha moved that the name of Howe be added as an author on H. F. No. 652. The motion prevailed.

Lucero moved that the names of Hertaus and Lueck be added as authors on H. F. No. 656. The motion prevailed.

Zerwas moved that the name of Thissen be added as an author on H. F. No. 660. The motion prevailed.

Daniels moved that the name of Haley be added as an author on H. F. No. 668. The motion prevailed.

Kiel moved that the name of Thissen be added as an author on H. F. No. 671. The motion prevailed.

Anderson, P., moved that the names of Franson, Sandstede and Lueck be added as authors on H. F. No. 672. The motion prevailed.

Anderson, S., moved that H. F. No. 254 be recalled from the Committee on Job Growth and Energy Affordability Policy and Finance and be re-referred to the Committee on Taxes. The motion prevailed.

Davnie moved that H. F. No. 306 be recalled from the Committee on Education Innovation Policy and be re-referred to the Committee on Higher Education and Career Readiness Policy and Finance. The motion prevailed.

Lueck moved that H. F. No. 533 be recalled from the Committee on Government Operations and Elections Policy and be re-referred to the Committee on Taxes. The motion prevailed.

McDonald moved that H. F. No. 605 be recalled from the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources Policy and Finance and be re-referred to the Committee on Taxes. The motion prevailed.

**ADJOURNMENT**

Peppin moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 3:30 p.m., Thursday, February 2, 2017. The motion prevailed.

Peppin moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 3:30 p.m., Thursday, February 2, 2017.

*Patrick D. Murphy*, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives